Louisiana Trust for Historic Preservation Educational Video Series Summary

Cemetery Series
Various presentations on identifying, preserving, and interpreting historic cemeteries.

- **Talking Headstones: Educating the Living about the Dead**
- **The Horrifying Hazards Surrounding Louisiana Cemeteries - Jennifer Blanks**
- **African American Burial Traditions in Louisiana**
- **Properly Cleaning Cemetery Markers**
- **Cemetery Symbolism – under final edit**

Cultural Conversations
One-on-one interviews discussing trends and topics in the realm of preservation including diversity, underrepresented communities, and difficult histories.

- **Jeffrey Harris**
- **Sarah Marsom**
- **Gaynell Brady**

Careers in Preservation
One-on-one interviews taking a glimpse into various preservation related fields and learning more about career paths and resources or tools related to their profession.

- **Kelly Calhoun, Historic Preservation Consultant**
- **Michael Holly, Preservation Architect**
- **Lindsay Jones, Blind Eye Restoration - Restoration Contractor**
- **Jane Braud, Main Street Manager**
- **John Sykes - Historic House Museum Director**

Most Endangered Places
Informational interviews highlighting 2021 Most Endangered Places including their history, threats, and hopes for restoration.

- **Announcement List**
- **Husser School**
- **Camp Ruston POW**
- **2 Sites in Franklin**
- **Holy Cross School**

Profiles in Preservation
Informational interviews looking at different sites across Louisiana and how different preservation approaches and tools used to help research, renovate, and revitalize their historic places.

- **Bernard House, Lake Providence**
Other Videos & Topics

Various topics and presentations highlighting resources such as state and federal program, historic material treatments, and other preservation activities.

- Restoring a Wood Shingle Roof
- Restoring the ‘Nue: Creative Efforts toward Historic Preservation of Shreveport’s Texas Avenue
- Successful Landmark Commission Management - Lessons from Galveston
- Historic Tax Credit Application: Part 1 Photo Documentation
- Louisiana Cultural Districts
- National Register Photo Guidelines
- Tax Credit Part 1 - Certification of Significance
- Historic Paints & Coatings: Symbolism & Chemistry
- An Intro to Historic Sanborn Maps
- Louisiana Main Streets
- Heritage Tourism Marketing – under final edit